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amp.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
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hesitate to visit our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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conirrostros
conirrostros-refers to the expression : granivorous bird with a strong and conical bill, such as sparrow and lark-

coniza
coniza-refers to the expression : herbaceous plant of the asteraceae family, of fragile stem, lanceolate leaves, yellow
flowers in panoja and is used in medicine, for its content in tannins, as astringent and antidiarrheal-

cono
.  belonging to the name of the frutode conifers -

conocen
It is said of those who have to deal with someone or know about something

conos
·pertenecientes the name of the frutode conifers -

consecotaleofobia
consecotaleophobia-refers to the aversion, hatred or fear of the use of Chinese chopsticks-

consecotaleofobias
consecotaleophobias-belonging to aversion, hatred or fear of Chinese chopsticks

consus
diosterrestre of fertility-

contaminante
It is said the quality / quality or condition dealterar harmfully the purity or the normal conditions of a thing by means of
chemical and physical agents -

contorta
contorta - refers to unorden of dicotyledonous plants, actinomorphic flowers with reduced Corolla-

contra viento y marea
against wind and tide-applied popular expression: when someone faces of decisively against adversity, or tries to
overcome obstacles or difficulties that are presented in a brave manner. -

contraálabe
contraalabe - refers fixed alalabe of a turbine -

contreltofobia
contreltophobia- refers to aversion, hatred or fear of abuse or rape, and mainly affects women. 



contreltofobias
contreltophobias-belonging to aversion, hatred or fear of abuse or rape, and mainly affects women. 

conversión térmica
refers alproceso that occurs in the atmosphere as a result of the irregular warming of the active surface and air that
makes contact with it giving rise to air hot ( more lightweight ) transporting heat rise and the more cold ( more dense )
descends to receive heat.

convexos
It is said of those who have form witha prominence higher in the Middle than at the ends -

convivales
relating or belonging alconvite.

conyugales
relating or belonging to losconyuges.

conyugalidad
concerning the relationship of the spouses. -

conyungo
It is the diplomatic note without punctuation or space.

conyungo
name given to the formula of marriage.

copales
.  belonging to the resin tropical oftrees ( 41 conifers; to manufacture varnishes-

copépodos
Copepodosse is of a / / unasubclase of small crustaceans, which are abundant in the freshwater or marine plankton.

copofobia
copophobia-refers to aversion, hatred or fear of fatigue

copofobias
copophobias-belonging to aversion, hatred or fear of fatigue

coppelia-
Coppelia- is the asteroid discovered by the astronomer.  F .  Wolf on February 2, 1916-

coprastasofobia



coprastasophobia-refers to aversion, hatred, or fearful constipation

coprastasofobias
coprastasophobias-belonging to aversion, hatred, fear of constipation,

coraciformes
CORACIFORMESse is of a / / unaorden of birds... such as the Hornbill, kingfishers, Bee-eater, etc.

coraciformes
CORACIFORMESse is of a / / unaorden of birds-brightly colored plumage - establish their nests in holes -

corazoncillos
corazoncillosse is a term used in botanica-pertenecientes to a variety or species deciruela

cordados
CORDADOSse is of a / / unatipo of animals presenting a gelatinous dorsal axis = vertebrates, the procordados and the
estomocordados.

cordaitiles
cordaitiles-belonging to the expression : class of fossil plants of the group of gymnosperms; were characterized by
arborecentes, high trunks and large leaves and generally formed forests

cordaitinas
cordaitines-belonging to the expression : class of fossil plants of the group of gymnosperms; were characterized by
arborecentes, high trunks and large leaves and generally formed forests

cordobeses
in the Republic of Argentina, it is said of the province decordoba naturalesde

corduba
Corduba-this is the asteroid discovered by astronomerA.  H.  Charlois on March 21, 1893-

coriariáceas
coriariáceas-refers to the expression : family of dicotyledonous plants of the type of sapindales, of poisonous fruit-

coribantes
so called worshippers of the goddess Cybele mitol Romagna

corifíneas
corifíneas-belonging to the expression : species of palm trees typical of tropical Asian regions-

coriláceas



corilaceous-refers to the expression : family of plants that are usually included within betulaceae, such as almond trees,
of simple leaves and fruit with seeds without albumen-

corisanto
.  part of the name of several plants of the genus chorizhonte-

corisantos
corisantos-belonging to the expression : orchidaceae plant typical of different areas of Chile-

corladuras
.  belonging to a varnish that is given to objects silver, giving it a beautiful and brilliant completion-

cornáceas
cornaceous-refers to the expression : family of herbaceous plants, dicotyledons, umbeliferous, with opposite leaves,
terámeral flowers and fruit in abayada drupe, such as the cornejo-

cornear
refers to references ''  '' acornear ''  '' give corneadas-

cornelia-
Cornelia- is the asteroid discovered by astronomer A.  H .  Charloisel on December 28, 1896-

cornizo
cornizo-refers to the expression : shrub of the cornaceae family, very bouquet and extremely hard wood, of white flowers
and fruits in drupe, which grows among the bushes-

cornígeras
cornigerasse says ( - of the ) who have or poseencuernos, antlers, poetically.

cornígeros
cornigeros = it is said of those who have or poseenastas or horns

corno
horn-refers to the expression : shrub of the cornaceae family, very bouquet and extremely hard wood, of white flowers
and fruits in drupe, which grows among the bushes-

cornos
Cornos-belonging to the expression : shrub of the family of cornaceas, very branchy and extremely hard wood, white
flowers and fruits in drupe, which grows among the thickets-

corona
.  belonging to one variety or species defresa, Strawberry -



corona austral
Corona Austral-it is a constellation located in the cosmic areaHemisferio Sur or Austral-

corona blanca
white crown-refers to the expression : symbol of pharaohs and gods of upper Egypt, in the form of an inverted funnel

corona boreal
Corona Boreal-it is a constellation located in the cosmic area of the Northern Hemisphere or Boreal-

coronales
relating or pertaining front alhueso

coronarios
relating or belonging to lacorona.-

corondá
corondá-refers to a deciduous tree in the fabaceous family, originally from America; it has a trunk with large protruding
spines, red wood, highly appreciated for construction, cabinetry and carpentry.  Its fruits are in the form of lustrous black
pods or chauchas, from which is extracted a thickening rubber called "garrofín", which is used in pharmacy, cosmetics
and in the manufacture of sweets-Seeds or beans, are very tasteful, chocolate flavored, which can be replaced by their
similarities in the elaboration of desserts- 

corondáes
corondáes-belonging to a deciduous tree of the fabaceous family, originally from America; it has a trunk with large
protruding spines, red wood, highly appreciated for construction, cabinetry and carpentry.  Its fruits are in the form of
lustrous black pods or chauchas, from which is extracted a thickening rubber called "garrofín", which is used in
pharmacy, cosmetics and in the manufacture of sweets-Seeds or beans, are very tasteful, chocolate flavored, which
they can replace with their similarity in the elaboration of desserts- 

corpóreo
It is said that tienevolumen or body -

corpóreos
corporeal = ( it is said - of the ) who have or poseencuerpo or volume.

correntinos
in the Republic of Argentina, it is said of the province decorrientes naturalesde

cortapisas
says the quality or quality or condition deo restriction that is granted or is possessed to the

cortland
belonging to a variety or species demanzana-



cortland
belonging to a variety or species demanzana-

corva
is called this way to the anatomical part which is posterior to the knee, which would be the medial tibial plateau.

corvos
It is said that have curved shapes

coscojas
.  vegetable in their structures or forms are, semejantes-parecidos - apparents Holm

cosmogenia
It refers to the part of the cosmology which deals with the formation of the universe.

cosmognosis
It's about knowledge of the elements of the globe which directly influence the life of animated beings.

cosmonomía
It refers to the set of laws that govern the cosmic world.

cosmoscopio
refers to a device that serves to project the bodies, opaque or transparent, without special screens.

cosmosofía
It refers to the study of the world according to the mystical principles.

cosmoteísmo
It's one of the names that also receives the pantheism, the doctrine of those who believe that the entire universe is the
only God.

costales
relating or belonging to lascostillas-

costanas
they are thus called to the streets that are pending or in slope-

costaneros
relating or pertaining to who they are, or live on the coast.

costilllar
refers to region of the body that are the ribs.



cox
belonging to a variety or species demanzana-

cox
belonging to a variety or species demanzana-

coyotes
-belonging to a species or variety Mexico grey, very voracious delobo-

cóguiles
.  belonging to the name of the frutodel nozzles-

cólicos
relating or belonging alcolon, part of the intestino.-// produced in various organs sorrows ( uterus, kidney, liver ) by
arterial occlusion or calculations.

cómicos
relating or belonging to lacomedia.

cónica
conical -.  belonging to a variety or species decebolla-

córmicos
relating or pertaining altronco or a trunk.

crabapple
belonging to a variety or species demanzana-

crabapple
belonging to a variety or species demanzana-

craneales
relating or pertaining alcraneo

craneanos
relating or pertaining alcraneo

crematísticas
relating or pertaining to production of wealth

crematísticos
relating or pertaining aldinero or political economy



cremona-
Cremona - this is the asteroid discovered by the astronomer L.  Carnera on May 11, 1902-

crestudos
It is said of those who have the large Crest -

cretio
cretio - refers to a Latin phrase which designates the term given by the testator to accept the inheritance -

creyentes
It is said of those who have faith in the basic tenets of a religion -

crisantelmo
crisantelmo-refers to the expression : herbaceous plant of the asteraceae family, of fragile stem, lanceolate leaves,
yellow flowers in panoja and is used in medicine, for its content in tannins, such as astringent and antidiarrheal-

criterion
belonging to a variety or species demanzana-

criterion
belonging to a variety or species demanzana-

croc
croc-refers to a species of plum, wild shrub, small, thorny, bright green oval leaves with a strong aroma of almonds, pale
flowers, yellow or orange-red fruits, of pleasant flavor.  Generally, it has its habitat in forested regions.

croc ababuy
Croc ababuy-refers to a kind of plum, wild shrub, small, thorny, bright green oval leaves with a strong aroma of almonds,
pale flowers, yellow or orange-red fruits, pleasant taste.  Generally, it has its habitat in forested regions-

croc o ababuy
Croc or ababuy-refers to a species of plum, wild shrub, small, thorny, bright green oval leaves with a strong aroma of
almonds, pale flowers, yellow or orange-red fruits, pleasant taste.  Generally, it has its habitat in forested regions-

croc, ababuy
CROC, ababuy-refers to a kind of plum, wild shrub, small, thorny, bright green oval leaves with a strong aroma of
almonds, pale flowers, yellow or orange-red fruits, pleasant taste.  Generally, it has its habitat in forested regions-

croc-ababuy
Croc-ababuy-refers to a kind of plum, wild shrub, small, thorny, bright green oval leaves with a strong aroma of almonds,
pale flowers, yellow or orange-red fruits, pleasant flavor.  Generally, it has its habitat in forested regions-

cromáticos



relating or belonging to inpainted.

crosopterigeos
CROSOPTERIGIOSse is of a / / unaorden of marine fish whose fins remind the legs of the first amphibians.

croto
so was goalkeeper of the zoodiaco, among the Greeks-

cruciatas
belonging to a variety or species degenciana of blue flowers and leaves arranged in cross-

crucíferos
It says those who have or carry the logo of the cross -

crurales
relating or belonging to the thigh.

crustáceos
shellfish = ( it is said - of the ) animals that have or poseencostra.

cruz
.  belonging to one variety or species defresa, Strawberry -

cruz del sur
Cruz del Sur-it is a constellation located in the cosmic areaCircumpolar Sur-

ctenóforos
Ctenoforosse is of a / / unatipo of coelenterates marine devoid of stinging cells that have a particular kind of symmetry.

cuadráticos
relating or pertaining alcuadrado

cuadrete
box - refers to untipo of phone cord, used as reinforcement of a cable called Multipair -

cuarzo anaranjado
orange quartz- it is a lemon-yellow quartz, due to the presence of iron oxide that supplies it with this shade-

cuatro gotas
refers to a rainfall or irrigation so fleeting and often barely wet earth. It is also called matapolvo.



cuatro letras
It is said short brief, usually a letter, without importance.

cuádruplex
Quadruplex - Telegraph fat of opposite direction - refers

cuánticos
relating or belonging to power loscuantos

cubanos
belonging to a variety or species depino - caribaea -

cubitales
relating or belonging alcodo.

cubrición
It refers to Commission and effect cover the animal male to female, fertilizing it.

cucañeros
It is said of those who have tricks to accomplish things with little work or outside costa -

cuenca hidrográfica
referred to in alarea drained by a river system; It is the basin of reception of the fluvial system from where the water
drains into it. It consists of sub-basins according to each of the tributaries of the system which can be grouped by orders
according to the classification empleada.se concerns alarea drained by a river system; It is the basin of reception of the
fluvial system from where the water drains into it.

cuichú
It is another name receiving Rainbow, among the Incas - representation

cuises
mammal-like, similar to the Guinea pig, of rounded ears and a very short naked tail-

culinarios
relating or belonging to circulating.

culto
It is the quality or condition deldotado of the qualities that come from culture

cupido
God delamor



cupido-
Cupid- this is the asteroid discovered by astronomer F.  H .  Kaiserel September 25, 1913-

cupresáceos
relating or belonging to a family of conifers resinous such as Juniper and cypress.

cupresinos
relating or belonging alcipres, poetically.

cuproaleación
It is the generic name given to copper-rich alloys.

curacas
It is the name given by the local authorities-

curia
curia-refers, in one of its meanings, to the papal-

curiaras
Belonging to a sailing and rowing boat, less than the canoe, used in South America. 

curieles
-mammal-like, similar to the Guinea pig, in cuba-

curubaíes
belonging to a variety or species purgative depino-

cutáneas
relating or belonging to over-the-counter, especially of the face-

cutáneos
relating or pertaining alcutis

cutes
cutes-belonging to a species of scavenger vulture, daytime, with dark brown plumage, wings and greyish white tail-

cuyanos
in the Argentina Republic, referred to the naturalesde whose -

cúbica
It is named to a third-degree curve.



cúpricos
alcobre relating or belonging or the element that contains it.

cyane
Cyane- is the asteroid discovered by astronomer A.  H .  Charloisel may 18, 1895-

cybele
Cybele-asteroid discovered byE.  W.  L.  Tempelel8 march 1861-

cyrene
Cyrene- is the asteroid discovered by astronomer J.  C .  Watsonon August 16, 1873-

dactilares
relating or belonging to losdedos

dadivosidad
It is said of the quality or quality or condition deldadivoso

dafné
.  belonging to the scientific name for the laurel-

dagón
diosadorado in Ashkelon and Gaza, triton-mitol-Philistines-shaped

damas
belonging to a variety or species deciruela

damascenos
the damascenosembellecen the paisajepertenecientes to a variety or species deciruela

damasco
.  belonging to the name of the Damascus frutodel-

damascos
they are varieties or species delalboriquero

damánes
-belonging to a species or variety demarmota in Asia and Africa-

damiles
relating or belonging to lasdamas, formerly



danae
Danae-asteroid discovered byH.  M.  S .  Goldschmidtel9 of September 1860-

danao
character, grandfather of = Abante, in Greco-Roman mythology

daphne
Daphne-asteroid discovered byH.  M.  S .  Goldschmidtel22 may 1856-

dar la sensación
give the feeling-refers to having an idea or opinion about a thing without knowing it completely-  

dasiuros
-belonging to a species or variety arboreal dezorro-

datileras
belonging to a variety or species depalmera which gives fruit-

datura
datura-genus of annual herbaceous plants of the solanacea family, of which there are numerous species, branched
erect stems, simple toothed leaves, spiny fruits in capsules with black seeds inside containing various types of alkaloids
used in medicine as psychotropics;  in general, it gives off a very strong smell, it is toxic to humans but not to animals
and birds.

daturas
datures-belonging to the genus of annual herbaceous plants of the solanaceae family, of which there are numerous
species, branched erect stems, simple toothed leaves, spiny fruits in capsules with black seeds inside containing various
types of alkaloids used in medicine as psychotropics;  in general, it gives off a very strong smell, it is toxic to humans but
not to animals and birds.

daturina
daturine-alkaloid extracted from the leaves and seeds of stramonium, angiosperm plant of the solanaceae family, is
bitter-tasting, poisonous and is used in medicine to dilate the pupils-

daturinas
.  belonging to the alkaloid or drug obtenidadel Thornapple, the Solanaceae family -

davidweilla
Davidweilla- is an asteroid discovered by astronomer B.  P .  Jekhowsky on October 29, 1924-

dátil
.  belonging to the name of the frutode Palm tree ( 41 Palm;-



dátiles
.  belonging to the name of the frutode Palm tree ( 41 Palm;-

de batalla
they say clothing for all use of cheap clothing.

de&#39;arua o piaroa
de'arua or piaroa-Amerindian people originally from Colombia, had its habitat in departments of Guainía-Vichada-

deales
relating or belonging to the divine or the gods.

debounce
debounce-refers to the expression : anti-slip circuit that is used to prevent an incorrect reading of the signals of a
controller-

decadencia
decline-refers to the expression: progressive loss of the importance or value of a thing or person-

decanas
belonging to a variety or species depera-

decanos
dean-deans of the expression: person who presides over a Faculty within a University-

decanta
Refers to , separates the components of a heterogeneous mixture by decanting . 

decantamos
We decided - it refers to the expression: separate components of a heterogeneous mixture through decantation -

decantan
It refers to , separate the components of a heterogeneous mixture by decanting . 

decantarán
refers to the expression: they shall separate the components of a heterogeneous mixture by decanting

decatir
decatir - regards aquitar shine cloths-

decálogo
decalogue-refers to the expression: a set of the ten commandments that God gave to Moses on Mount Sinai, according



to the Bible-

decápodos
Decapodosse is of a / / unaorden of superiores-marinos-crustaceans have five pairs of large thoracic legs, like the crab
from sea, the River, shrimp, lobster, etc.

decca
Decca - concerns radio navigation fat used in conditions of lack of visibility -

decembrista
Decembrist - refers to the Member of a secret association of Russia -

decembristas
decembrists-belonging to the expression: member of a secret association of Russia-

decimonónicos
relating or belonging alsiglo nineteenth-

decretales
decretals - referred to in alnombre given, in another time, certain letters of the popes who, although directed at persons
determined in response to particular cases, had force of general rule for all similar cases -

decretum
decretum - refers to unacoleccion Canon composed in Bologna, to the year 1140 the monk Graciano, who laid the
foundations of the science of law canonico-el decretum, though simple private collection, long served as a basic text pa
RA canonical studies -

decuplique
decuplique-refers to the expression : decuple-

dedeo
in music, it is the indication of the fingers that be used to execute a passage.

defenderse
refers to the action of the bull that cowardice or exhaustion sits next to the knucklebones or querencia, scatters the view
and without resorting to packages cornea and covered.

definidos
It is said of those who have precise boundaries -

dehiscentes
.  belonging to the type of fruit that is not opened ( 41 achene;-



dejabas
abolias-refers to the expression: left a law, decree, etc.

dejanira
Dejanira- is the asteroid discovered by astronomerA .  L .  N .  Borrelly on December 1, 1875-

dejarle uno bizco
popular phrase corresponding to ''  '' amazed, surprised greatly ''  ''-

dejopeja
Dejopeja- is the asteroid discovered by astronomer J.  Palisa on February 28, 1878-

delfín
Dolphin- is a constellation located in the equatorial cosmic zone

delia
Delia- is the asteroid discovered by astronomerA.  H .  Charloisel on November 30, 1894-

deméter
of agriculture-fields-grain-harvest-fertility goddess, fruits of the Earth in the mitologiagriega

demodé
refers to fashion past.

dendrofores
It refers to the God of forests. -

denise-
Denise- this is the asteroid discovered by astronomer A.  Kopffel on July 23, 1908-

denodado
It is said of him that tienedenuedo, bravery, courage. -

denodados
strenuous = ( it is said - of the ) who have or poseendenuedo.

dentados
jagged = says those who have or a sawtooth-like poseenborde.

dentales
relating or belonging to teeth



dentales
relating or belonging to teeth

dentarios
relating or belonging to teeth

denté
a term that refers to 'formed teeth to something like sickle, sierra, etc'. -

dentirrostros
DENTIRROSTROSse is of a / / old unasuborden of birds characterized by recesses on the sides and ends of the peak.

depara
refers to ''  '' places in front, faces ''  ''.

deprimida
depressed -.  belonging to a variety or species decebolla-

depure
It corresponds to the expression "clean, purify." -

derribar
in bullfighting, action cast del toro by land, in its onslaught, together with the horse and the chopper. -

derroquen
It corresponds to the expression "despeñen, precipitate from a high place." -

derruye
corresponds to the expression "shoot down, destroys, wrecks to a building". -

desafiar
It refers to the action of the bull when " stopping and looking at packages digs sand, nods, is encampana, and then it
humbles himself, covering his and joining the snout with the 34 floor;.

desahijar
refers to the offspring of mothers

desarmar
refers to defensive action of covered Bull defeating; depriving the sword of tackle kill, resulting from any violation or
accident.

desbroza



It refers to , removes obstacles and difficulties. 

desbrozamos
we break-refers to the expression: we remove obstacles and difficulties

desbrozan
It refers to , remove obstacles and difficulties. 

desbrozar
clear - refers to the expression: eliminate obstacles and difficulties -

desbrozarán
break-up-refers to the expression: they will remove obstacles and difficulties

descalcan
refers to the expression ''  '' take off the old stuffing box of the seams of a ship ''  ''-

descasca
peeling-refers to the expression : peeling, especially the bark of certain trees, such as cork oak,

descascamos
we peel-refers to the expression: we peel, especially the bark of certain trees, such as cork oak-

descascan
uncascan-refers to the expression : peeling, especially the bark of certain trees, such as cork oak,

descascar
shell - it refers to the expression: peeling, especially the bark of certain trees, such as for example, the Cork -

descasque
peeling-refers to the expression : peeling, especially the bark of certain trees, such as cork oak,

descastar
in bullfighting, ending a caste or lineage of animals. -

desdentados
DESDENTADOSse is of a / / unaorden mammals devoid of teeth or with reduced teeth = armadillo and the Anteater.

desdémona-
Desdemona- this is the asteroid discovered by astronomerA.  Kopffel on July 23, 1908-



dese
in grammar, it's an old contraction '' that ''. -

desfangador
separator - referred to aldispositivo used to separate the clay mass that accompanies a mineral -

deshumectador
deshumectador - refers to a device used to reduce the humidity -

desiré henri
Desiro Henri-refers to the expression: famous serial murderer of French origin, 1869-1922-Desiro Henri, was known
worldwide with the pseudonym of Landrú-

desmayos
belonging to a variety or species desauce of Babylon-

desmánes
-mammal-like, similar to the mole - live on the banks of rivers, streams -

desorejar
refers to shorten the ears as a trophy of the lidiador Bull.

despacho
clearance - is reiere to the expression: notification transmitted by any means of communication -

desparramar
It refers to the action of the bull look on and without peer packages that have at their fingertips.

desuele
corresponds to the expression "asuele, destroy, destroy". -

desvenos
It refers to the "arches forming in the center of the mouth of the brake the necessary hollow so staying in the language of
the horse"

devanagari
hindu alphabet.

devas
refers to the diosesbienhechores of mankind. -

dexametasona



dexamethasone-is a corticosteroid, similar to a natural hormone produced by the adrenal glands, used to replace this
chemical when the body does not manufacture enough-It is used for different conditions such as anti-inflammatory
(swelling, heat, pain), in joint problems, skin disorders, kidney, eyes, thyroid, etc.; has now become a hope for the
treatment of serious patients infected with covid-19-

dey
refers to ''  '' title of Chief or Muslim Prince who ruled the Regency of Algiers ''  ''-

dgoibniu
God of losartesanos

diabólicos
relating or pertaining aldiablo

diacetilmorfina
Diacetylmorphine-it is an alkaloid (heroin), synthesized from morphine, like this, is analgesic, but also has certain
stimulating effects.  It is very addictive, and more potent than morphine but its effect is less durable-

diacetilmorfinas
Diacetylmorphines-belonging to an alkaloid (heroin), synthesized from morphine, like this, is analgesic, but also has
certain stimulating effects.  It is very addictive, and more potent than morphine but its effect is less durable-

dial
reference or relative still day.

dial
It also refers to the Group of radio stations that can tune in a given territory.

dialogísticos
relating or belonging to the dialogue or what is written in dialogue.

diamantinos
relating or pertaining aldiamante

diana
Goddess of wild haven - of forests - the caza-Era daughter of Jupiter-latona and sister of Apollo - the Greeks called it
Artemis -

diaprea
.  belonging to the name of the frutode a small, round, and very tasty - plum

diapreas
belonging to a variety or species small, round and very tasty deciruela-



diartrosis
diartrosis- refers to the movable joint, lace two bones, one in another, so that they can move. 

diartrosis abartrosis
Diarthrosis abarthrosis refers to the movable joint, lace of two bones, one on the other, so that they are possible to
move. 

diartrosis o abartrosis
diartrosis or abartrosis- refers to the movable joint, lace two bones, one in another, so that they can move. -

diartrosis, abartrosis
diarthrosis, abarthrosis- refers to the movable joint, lace of two bones, one on the other, so that they are possible to
move. 

diartrosis-abartrosis
diarthrosis-abarthrosis refers to the movable joint, lace two bones, one in another, so that they can move. 

diádromo
diedrome-refers to the expression : fish that travels between salt and sweet water

diádromos
diadrode-belonging to the expression : fish that travels between salt water and freshwater-the term diadromeis is used
within the Ictiology-

diástomas
diastomas = ( it is said - of the ) who have or poseendos mouths.

diástomos
diastomos = it is said of those who have or poseendos mouths

diciembre
God of laabundanciaPersa

dictióperos
Dictioperosse is of a / / unaorden of insects with incomplete metamorphosis and reticulate wings; by ej. cockroaches.

didilia
delamor-fertility God

didímeos
relating or pertaining alDios Apollo.



diergo
Diergo-is a herbaceous plant species of the family of the capriofoliaceae, native to southern and central Europe and
Southeast Asia.  generic name Sambucus ebulus, which could reach 2 to 5m in height, erect stems, usually without
branches, with opposite leaves of dark green color and strong odor, white or pink flowers, with a small, dark and very
toxic fruit; It is used in medicine for its cardiotonic, sudorific, diuretic and laxative properties.

dies irae
corresponds to a Latin expression that means "day of anger and is the phrase with which begins one of the five prose of
the Roman Missal, which sing the Office of the dead"-

diescopio
It is an instrument that serves to perceive simultaneously in auscultation, two different sounds.

dietéticos
relating or belonging to ladieta or regime

difusión
It is said of the quality or quality or condition dedifuso, very dilated

digitoxina
digitoxin-gluco-alkaloid that is extracted from the leaves of the digital, scrofulariaceae plant, which produces toxic effects
such as nausea.  vomiting, diarrhea and cardiac arrhythmia-

digitoxinas
·pertenecientes to the alkaloid or drug obtenidade the escrofulariacea digital-planta -

dije
It is said person has skills to do many things. / / ornaments putting children into the neck or earrings waist.-

dijes
It is said people have important qualities, whether physical or moral

dike
Dike- asteroid discovered byA.  L.  N.  Borrellyel28 May 1868-

diletantes
says persons inclined art, especially music

diluviadas
says heavy rains.

dimaco
says of Trooper Macedonian, very heavily armed. -



dimana
dmana-refers to the expression : emana something from another

dimanaba
the expression emanaba emanated something from another

dimanaban
they were-referring to the expression: some things emanated from another-

dimanan
dimanan-refers to the expression : emananala some things of another-

dimanarán
di-referred to the expression : they will emanate some things from another-

dimanaría
would emanase-refers to the expression: it would emanathist of another

dimane
dimane-refers to the expression : emane some thing from another-

dimorfina
It's a kind of arsenic sulfide-

dimpleplastía
dimpleplastia - refers to modern plastic unacirugia, which consists in making dimpled cheeks.

dinámicos
relating or belonging to port when it produces movement-

dione
Dione-is the asteroid discovered by astronomer J.  C .  Watson on October 10, 1868-

dioptra
or pinula, is a metal splint serving in the topographical and astronomical instruments to direct Visual through a circular
aperture which possesses.

dioses indigetes
they were, in ancient Rome, a group of national protective gods of the State and of the first priests. -

diotimia
Diotima- is the asteroid discovered by astronomer A.  H .  Charloisel on December 7, 1896-



dipnoos
DIPNOOS is of a / / unasubclase finfish - breathe through gills or lungs, according to the medium they are. synonym =
dipneusto.

dipsómanos
dipsomanos = ( it is said - of the ) who have or abuse of drink-poseencostumbre

discoidal
discoid -.  belonging to a variety or species decebolla-

discoloras
abaxially = ( it is said - of the ) that they have or poseendos colours.

discurso
speech - is reiere to the expression: set of phrases used to say what you feel or think - social issues dominate the
political discourse -

dislocaciones
Dislocations – pertaining to an injury in which a joint is displaced from its normal position

dislocaciones abarticulaciones
Abarticular dislocations – pertaining to an injury in which a joint is displaced from its normal position

dislocaciones o abarticulaciones
Dislocations or abarticulations—pertaining to an injury in which a joint is displaced from its normal position—

dislocaciones,abarticulaciones
dislocations, abarticulations—pertaining to an injury in which a joint is displaced from its normal position—

dislocaciones-abarticulaciones
dislocations-abarticulations-pertaining to an injury in which a joint is displaced from its normal position-

dislocación abarticulación
Abarticulation dislocation – this is an injury in which a joint is displaced from its normal position

dislocación o abarticulación
Dislocation or abarticulation—this is an injury in which a joint is displaced from its normal position.

dislocación,abarticulación
Dislocation, abarticulation—this is an injury in which a joint is displaced from its normal position.

dislocación-



DislocationThis is an injury in which a joint moves from its normal position.

dislocación-abarticulación
Dislocation-Abarticulation-This is an injury in which a joint is displaced from its normal position.

disneicos
disneicos = ( it is said - of the ) who have or poseendificultad breathing.

dispermos
.  belonging to the type of fruit with two seeds-

dispersos
scattered = ( it is said - of the ) who have or poseendividida or kilter attention-

disrupción
refers to interruption or sudden opening of an electrical system.

distiquifobia
Distichiophobia – refers to the aversion, hatred or fear that certain people present to accidents.

distiquifobias
dysniphobias-pertaining to the aversion, hatred or fear that people present to accidents-

distraer
distraeres a term used in tauromaquiaaccion call the bull to let it pay attention to the bulk or object in which it is fixed.

disyuntiva
dilemma -.  It is the quality or quality or condition deseparar or disengaging

disyuntivo
It is said of the quality or quality or condition dedesunir or separate

ditaína
Amorphous ditaine-alkaloid, bitter, febrifuge, is extracted from the bark of the dita, tree of the family of apocinaceae-

ditaínas
.  belonging to the alkaloid or drug obtenidade the dita, Philippines apocinaceo tree bark -

diurnos
relating or pertaining aldia



divinos
relating or belonging to God or the gods

divorcio
is called this way to jail of women in Colombia.

dímera
dimera-it is said of the flower whose number of floral pieces in each whorl, is two or multiple of two-

dímeras
names received by flowers whose number of floral pieces in each whorl, is two or multiple of two-

dípteros
Diptera = to tienendos wings

dípteros
Dipterosse is of a / / unaorden of insects with a pair of membranous wings, a pair of rocker arms to keep balance during
the flight in the third ring, and mouth parts ready for suction or chop, as the fly and mosquito.

dípteros
Dipterosse is of a / / unaorden of insects - a single pair of membranous wings on the second ring of the chest -

dístomas
distomas = ( it is said - of the ) who have or poseendos mouths.

dístomos
distomos = it is said of those who have or poseendos mouths

doblarse
refers to the Bullfighter action to fold the bull, or stirred following deception.

docentes
relating or pertaining to education

doctitud
It is said of the quality or quality or condition dedocto

doctos
It is said of those who have much knowledge

dodona
Dodona is an asteroid discovered by astronomer A.  h.  Charlois on January 29, 1894-



dolmenes
It's megalithic monuments made up of one or several horizontal slabs placed on vertical blocks.

domatofobia
domatophobia-refers to the aversion, hatred or fear that a person presents to stay in a house-

domatofobias
domatophobias-belonging to aversion, hatred or fear of houses; to be in a house-

domec honorio bustos
Domecq Honorio Bustos-refers to the expression : pseudonym used by George L. Borges and Adolfo Bioy Casares for
some works they performed together

dominadla
master it - refers to an enclitic form of the word master -

donosos
donosos = ( it is said - of the ) who have or poseendonaire and grace.

doñegales
belonging to a variety or species very red inside - dehigo

dopa
It is an amino acid derived from tyrosine and precursor of melanin, widely used in the treatment of the syndrome of
Parkinson's.

dora-
Dora- is the asteroid discovered by astronomerA.  Kopffel on July 27, 1908-

dorado
gold-refers to the expression : acantoptergio marine fish, perciform, distributed in the oceans of the whole world, with a
laterally compressed body, almost straight loin, green with orange spots, and by the belly, silver and its flesh is edible-

dorafobia
doraphobia- refers to the aversion, hatred or fear of touching the skin of animals-

dorafobias
doraphobias-belonging to aversion, hatred or fear touching the skin of animals-

doris
Doris-asteroid discovered byH.  M.  S .  Goldschmidtel 19 September 1857-



dormidera
annual papaveraceous roost-plant, medicinal, white or pale pink flowers, bright steely leaves, fruit in capsules from
where opium, morphine and other alkaloids are extracted-

dormidera adormidera
roost poppy-annual papaveraceous plant, medicinal, with white or pale pink flowers, shiny steely leaves, fruit in capsules
from which opium, morphine and other alkaloids are extracted-

dormidera o adormidera
roost or opium poppy-annual papaveraceous plant, medicinal, with white or pale pink flowers, shiny steely leaves, fruit in
capsules from which opium, morphine and other alkaloids are extracted-

dormidera,adormidera
roost , opium poppy - annual papaveraceous plant, medicinal , with white or pale pink flowers, shiny steely leaves, fruit
in capsules from which opium, morphine and other alkaloids are extracted-

dormidera-adormidera
roost-opium poppy-annual papaveraceous plant, medicinal, with white or pale pink flowers, shiny steely leaves, fruit in
capsules from which opium, morphine and other alkaloids are extracted-

dormideras
dormant-belonging to an annual papaveraceous plant, medicinal, of white or pale pink flowers, bright steely leaves, fruit
in capsules from where opium, morphine and other alkaloids are extracted-

dormideras adormideras
poppies opium poppies-belonging to an annual papaveraceous plant, medicinal, with white or pale pink flowers, shiny
steely leaves, fruit in capsules from which opium, morphine and other alkaloids are extracted-

dormideras o adormideras
roosts or opium poppies-belonging to an annual papaveraceous plant, medicinal, with white or pale pink flowers, glossy
steely leaves, fruit in capsules from which opium, morphine and other alkaloids are extracted-

dormideras,adormideras
roosts , opium poppies - belonging to an annual papaveraceous plant , medicinal , with white or pale pink flowers , bright
steely leaves, fruit in capsules from which opium, morphine and other alkaloids are extracted-

dormideras-adormideras
roost-opium poppies-belonging to an annual papaveraceous plant, medicinal, with white or pale pink flowers, glossy
steely leaves, fruit in capsules from which opium, morphine and other alkaloids are extracted-

dorsal
name given to the highest part of the mountain range. -

dorsales



relating or belonging to back

dorsales
relating or pertaining aldorso

dosel
Canopy: Cup top cover of the forest, trees.

dotes
skills -.  It is said of the quality or quality or condition derelevantes-

douglas
.  belonging to one variety or species defresa, Strawberry -

dóricos
relating or belonging to oneof the ancient orders of architecture

dóricos
relating or belonging to ladorida, ancient region of Asia minor which belonged to Greece.

draco
relative or belonging aldragon

dragón
fabulous animal / monstruoera a snake with wings - great ferocity - and feet

drogmán
drogman or dragoman: is called this way to the interpreter of languages.

dromidrosifobia
Bromidrosiphobia-refers to the aversion, hatred or fear that certain individuals present to body odor, own or others-

dromofobia
dromophobia-refers to aversion, hatred or fear across the street

dromofobias
dromophobias-belonging to the aversion, hatred or fear of crossing the street-

drupa
.  belonging to the name of the frutodel albaricoque-cereza - plum



drupas
.  belonging to the type of fleshy fruit with a single Woody seed, as durazno-ciruela-

ducenario
ducenario - refers to Roman military uncargo of the antiquity, head of two centuries -

ducrosa
Ducrosa- this is the asteroid discovered by astronomer A.  H .  Charloisel on March 15, 1895-

ductilímetro
ductilimetrose refers to unaparato which is used to measure the ductility of the materialesductilimetro, it is a word which
is used in technology-

duendescos
relating or belonging to losduendes

dulares
relating or belonging to ladula, places where graze the cattle-

dulce
sweet -.  belonging to a variety or species decebolla-

duquesas
belonging to a variety or species depera-

durabilidad
It is said of the quality or quality or condition dedurable

durazno
.  belonging to the name of the peach frutodel-

duraznos
.  belonging to the name of the peach frutodel-

dureza
says the quality or quality or condition deduro

durillo
durillo-refers to the expression : shrub of the cornaceae family, very bouquet and extremely hard wood, of white flowers
and fruits in drupe, which grows among the bushes-

durómetro



durometer - refers to ??? to measure the hardness of a material -

dutchfobia
dutchphobia-refers to the aversion, hatred or fear, presented by certain individuals, to what is related to Holland-

dutchfobias
dutchphobias- belonging to the aversion, hatred or fear, presented by certain individuals in relation to Holland-

dynamene
Dynamene - this is the asteroid discovered by astronomer C.  H .  F .  Peters, July 27, 1879-

dzohara
God delamor

ea
lasaguasen mitologiaasiria-Phrygian God

eaco
character, grandfather of = Achilles, in the Greek mythology Roman

eaco
character, grandfather of = Achilles, in the Greek mythology Roman

eborarios
relating or pertaining almarfil or the art of working with it -

ebro
Ebro -.  belonging to a variety or species decebolla-

eburna
It is a gastropod mollusc of ovoid shell that lives in the tropical seas.

ecastófilo
in Botany, it means that you have simple leaves.

ecastófilos
It is said of those vegetables have simple leaves-

ecclesia
ecclesia-it is said of each of the first Christian assemblies that were organized to celebrate the worship-



ecclesia eclesía
ecclesia ecclesia-it is said of each of the first Christian assemblies that were organized to celebrate the worship-

ecclesia o eclesía
ecclesia or ecclesia-it is said of each of the first Christian assemblies that were organized to celebrate the worship-

ecclesia, eclesía
ecclesia , ecclesia-it is said of each of the first Christian assemblies that were organized to celebrate Catholic worship-

ecclesia-eclesía
ecclesia - ecclesia - it is said of each of the first Christian assemblies that were organized to celebrate the worship-

ecclesias
ecclesiasias-belonging to the first Christian assemblies that were organized to celebrate the worship-

ecclesias eclesías
ecclesiasiasias- belonging to the first Christian assemblies that were organized to celebrate Catholic worship

ecclesias o eclesías
ecclesiasias or ecclesiasespertenecent to the first Christian assemblies that were organized to celebrate Catholic
worship

ecclesias, eclesías
ecclesias , ecclesias- it is said of each of the first Christian assemblies that were organized to celebrate the cult-

ecclesias-eclesías
ecclesiasias-ecclesiasias- belonging to the first Christian assemblies that were organized to celebrate the worship-

echarle a alguien un pulso
throw someone a pulse - it's a popular expression: when it occurs between two individuals or entities, a voltage which
forces to a competition to see who is winning. -

echarse
It refers to the action of the Bull of folded hands and resting the body on the ground, mortally wounded.

echo
Echo-asteroid discovered byJ.  Fergusonel 14 September 1860-

eclesiales
relating or belonging to la Iglesia

eclesiástico



ecclesiastical-it is said of the individual belonging to the clergy; Church or relative or to her-

eclesiásticos
relating or belonging to la Iglesia

eclesiofobia
ecclesiophobia-refers to the aversion, hatred or fear, presented by certain individuals, to the churches-

eclesiofobias
ecclesiophobias-belonging to aversion, hatred or fear, which certain individuals present to the churches-

eclesía
ecclesia-it is said of each of the first Christian assemblies that were organized to celebrate Catholic worship

eclesía ecclesia
ecclesia-it is said of each of the first Christian assemblies that were organized to celebrate Catholic worship

eclesía o ecclesia
ecclesia or ecclesia-it is said of each of the first Christian assemblies that were organized to celebrate Catholic worship

eclesía, ecclesia
ecclesia, ecclesia-it is said of each of the first Christian assemblies that were organized to celebrate Catholic worship-

eclesía-ecclesia
ecclesia - ecclesia - is said of each of the first Christian assemblies that were organized to celebrate Catholic worship

eclesías
ecclesiasiasias-belonging to the first Christian assemblies that were organized to celebrate Catholic worship

eclesías - ecclesias
ecclesiasiasias-belonging to the first Christian assemblies that were organized to celebrate Catholic worship-

eclesías ecclesias
ecclesiasiasiasias-belonging to the first Christian assemblies that were organized to celebrate Catholic worship

eclesías o ecclesias
ecclesiasiasias-belonging to the first Christian assemblies that were organized to celebrate Catholic worship

eclesías, ecclesias
ecclesias, ecclesias- belonging to each of the first Christian assemblies that were organized to celebrate Catholic
worship-



ecléctico
eclectic-it is said of the person who is not defined by a particular position, remains in a neutral stance on a certain
political, economic issue.  social, religious, etc.  -

eclipsar
eclipse-it is said, with respect to a celestial body, to cause the disappearance, in whole or in part, of another star in the
sight of an observer-

eclipse
eclipse-refers to the transient fading, in whole or in part, of a celestial body in the sight of an observer, due to the
interposition of another astro-

ecocidio
ecocide - refers to the expression: serious damage to ecosystems in an area, territory, or region -

ecocidios
ecocides-belongings that occurs in the ecosystems of an area, region or territory

ecofobia
ecophobia-refers to the aversion, hatred or fear, that certain individuals present, to the environment or to the home-

ecofobias
ecophobias-belonging to aversion, hatred or fear, which present certain individuals to the home-

ecoicos
relating or pertaining aleco

ecológicos
relating or belonging to ladefensa of nature and the environment. -

ecosistemas
refers to systems consisting of one or more communities biotic ( 41 living beings; with the physical environment ( 41
abiotic resources; that you surround him, in a given area.

ecuánimes
It says those who have or enjoy the fairness of the trial -

ecuestre
He is called as well the Visual representation of a figure on horseback. -

ecuestres
relating or pertaining alcaballo



ecuestres
relating or pertaining to horseback riding

ecuestres
relating or pertaining alcaballero or order and cavalry army. -

ecuóreos
relating or pertaining almar, poetically

edáficos
relating or belonging alsuelo, especially to plants-

edburga
Edburga- is the asteroid discovered by astronomer M.  F .  Wolf on January 7, 1896-

edda-
Edda- is the asteroid discovered by astronomer J.  H .  Metcalfel on September 20, 1908-

edecanes
in the military, field assistants.

edilicio
building, relative or perten. to/el-la /-the: municipal activities-works

edilicios
relating or belonging to lasobras or municipal activities

edisona
Edisona- this is the asteroid discovered by astronomer F.  H .  Kaiser on February 23, 1913-

edna-
Edna- is the asteroid discovered by astronomerE .  F .  Coddington on October 2, 1899-

educados
educated = says who have or poseenbuena education or civility.

edwin-
Edwin- is an asteroid discovered by astronomer G.  To.  van Biesbroeck on December 1, 1924-

efedrina
Ephedrine-it is an alkaloid originally extracted from Ephedra vulgaris, from the belcho or sea grape, widely used in
traditional Chinese medicine; is a stimulant of the sympathetic nervous system, it is used as a nasal decongestant,



bronchodilator, etc. -

efedrinas
.  belonging to the alkaloid or drug obtenidadel ephedra or sea grape, mata of the efedraceas family that has no leaves -

efedro
is elatleta that replaces the defeated-

efémeros
belonging to a variety or delirium, smelly kind-

eflorescente, pruinoso
efflorescent, prunoso-it is said of a type of vegetable indument layer that gives a glaucous appearance (light green to
white) and is easily separated by rubbing the surface-

eflorescente-pruinoso
efflorescent-pruinosose says of a type of plant indument, a layer that gives a glaucous appearance (light green to white)
and is easily separated by rubbing the surface-

eflorescentes
efflorescent- belonging to a type of vegetable clothing, waxy layer that gives a glaucous appearance (light green to
white) and is easily separated by rubbing the surface-

eflorescentes o pruinosos
efflorescent or pruinous-belonging to a type of waxy plant indument that gives a glaucous appearance (light green to
white) and is easily separated by rubbing the surface-

eflorescentes pruinosos
pruinous efflorescents- belonging to a type of vegetable clothing, species of waxy layer that gives a glaucous
appearance (light green to white) and is easily separated by rubbing the surface-

eflorescentes, pruinosos
efflorescent, pruinous- belonging to a type of vegetable clothing, waxy layer that gives a glaucous appearance (light
green to white) and is easily separated by rubbing the surface-

eflorescentes-pruinosos
efflorescent-pruinous- belonging to a type of vegetable indument, waxy layer that gives a glaucous appearance (light
green to white) and is easily separated by rubbing the surface-

egeria
Egeria-asteroid discovered byA.  Gasparisel2 of November 1850-

egisto



It is the murderer of Agamemnon, King of Mycenae-

egíale
Egiale-refers to lacuarta daughter of Adrastus who was married to Diomedes, King of Argos, deception which with
different heroes -

egíalea
Aigialieias-refers to lacuarta daughter of Adrastus, who was married to Diomedes, King of Argos, deception which with
different heroes -

egoistas
It is said of those who have an immoderate and excessive love of self -

egoísta
EGOIST says that or poseeexcesivo and immoderate love of himself.

egremont russet
belonging to a variety or species demanzana-

eichsfeldia-
Eichsfeldia- this is the asteroid discovered by astronomer M.  F .  Wolf; F .  K .  To.  Schwassmannel February 15, 1899-

eicofobia
eicophobia-refers to the aversion, hatred or fear, that certain individuals present, to one's own home; rejection of
everything with a homely appearance-

eicofobias
eicophobias-belonging to aversion, hatred or fear, which present certain individuals to one's own home; aversion to
anything that looks homey-

eiras
-belonging to one species or variety deaguará -

eisoptofobia
eisoptophobia-refers to the aversion, hatred or fear, that certain individuals present to see themselves reflected in a
mirror-

eisoptofobias
eisoptophobias - belonging to aversion, hatred or fear, which certain individuals present to see themselves reflected in a
mirror-

ejidos
ejidoses a term used in bullfighting - refers to all residents of a village common fields, which intended to gather their



cattle.

ekard-
Ekard- is the asteroid discovered by astronomer J.  H .  Metcalf on November 7, 1909-

el alma
El Alma- is the asteroid discovered by astronomerG.  Bigourdanel on March 24, 1894-

el altar
The Altar-it is a constellation located in the cosmic areaCircumpolar Sur-

el arquero
The Archer-it is a constellation located in the cosmic areaZodiacal-

el arquero o sagitario
The Archer or Sagittarius-refers to a constellation located in the zodiacal cosmic zone-

el arquero sagitario
The Archer Sagittarius-constellation located in the cosmic zoneZodiacal-

el arquero, sagitario
The Archer, Sagittarius-refers to a constellation located in the zodiacal cosmic zone-

el arquero-sagitario
The Archer-Sagittariusconstelation located in the cosmic zoneZodiacal-

el ave del paraíso
The Bird of Paradise-it is a constellation located in the cosmic areaCircumpolar Sur-

el ave fénix
The Phoenix-is a constellation located in the cosmic zoneCircumpolar Sur-

el águila
The Eagle- refers to a constellation located in the cosmic areaEquatorial-


